
be maintained by the ionosphere. The re-

sulting slippage in the ionosphere heats the

ionospheric electrons, producing high beta

conditions along the entire flux tube.

Quite distinct from the waves surrounding

the cavities was a 100-min-long burst of ion

cyclotron waves (from 06:10 to 07:50 UT on

30 June 2004) unlike any seen on Voyager

and Pioneer that appeared 5 hours after the

Cassini engine stopped firing. These waves

were limited to the frequency band expected

for the singly ionized products of the engine

exhaust H
2
O, N

2
, CO, and CO

2
. We do not

expect these waves to be present (except for

H
2
Oþ that may be associated with the icy

satellites_ environments) in the natural plas-

ma. We note that Cassini_s engine deposited

over 850 kg of fuel in the Saturnian mag-

netosphere and, as it ionized and traversed

the magnetosphere, it would produce a cloud

of ions with energy predominantly transverse

to the magnetic field, that is, a ring beam.

The energy of these pickup ions at the loca-

tions where the waves were seen is compa-

rable to that of the pickup ions in the Io

torus. This may be the first detection of

artificially induced plasma waves in a mag-

netosphere other than that of Earth.
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Dynamics of Saturn’s Magnetosphere from
MIMI During Cassini’s Orbital Insertion
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The Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument (MIMI) onboard the Cassini spacecraft ob-
served the saturnian magnetosphere from January 2004 until Saturn orbit insertion
(SOI) on 1 July 2004. The MIMI sensors observed frequent energetic particle activity
in interplanetary space for several months before SOI. When the imaging sensor was
switched to its energetic neutral atom (ENA) operating mode on 20 February 2004,
at È103 times Saturn’s radius RS (0.43 astronomical units), a weak but persistent
signal was observed from the magnetosphere. About 10 days before SOI, the mag-
netosphere exhibited a day-night asymmetry that varied with an È11-hour perio-
dicity. Once Cassini entered the magnetosphere, in situ measurements showed high
concentrations of Hþ, H2

þ, Oþ, OHþ, and H2Oþ and low concentrations of Nþ. The
radial dependence of ion intensity profiles implies neutral gas densities sufficient to
produce high loss rates of trapped ions from the middle and inner magnetosphere.
ENA imaging has revealed a radiation belt that resides inward of the D ring and is
probably the result of double charge exchange between the main radiation belt and
the upper layers of Saturn’s exosphere.

The magnetosphere of Saturn was discovered

by Pioneer 11 in 1979 (1, 2) and was in-

vestigated in detail by Voyager 1 in 1980 (3)

and Voyager 2 in 1981 (4). The primary

science objectives of MIMI (5) are to de-

termine the global configuration and dynam-

ics of hot plasma in the magnetosphere of

Saturn through energetic neutral particle

imaging of the ring current, radiation belts,

and neutral clouds; to study the sources of

plasmas and energetic ions through in situ

measurements of energetic ion composition,

spectra, charge state, and angular distribution;

to search for, monitor, and analyze mag-

netospheric spatial and time variations; to de-

termine through imaging and composition

studies the magnetosphere-satellite interac-

tions at Saturn; to understand the formation

of clouds of neutral hydrogen, nitrogen, and

water products; and to study Titan_s comet-

like interaction with Saturn_s magnetosphere

and the solar wind. The MIMI instrument (5)

comprises three sensors that measure particles

in specific energy ranges: (i) the Ion and Neu-

tral Camera (INCA), which measures ion and
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neutral species (È3 to 200 keV per nucleon);

(ii) the Charge Energy Mass Spectrometer

(CHEMS), which measures ions and their

charge states (3 to 230 keV per charge); and

(iii) the Low Energy Magnetospheric Mea-

surement System (LEMMS), which measures

ions (0.02 to 18 MeV) and electrons (0.015 to

1 MeV). LEMMS also measures high-energy

electrons (E 9 3 MeV) and protons (1.6 G E G
160 MeV) from the back end of the dual

field-of-view telescope.

The LEMMS ion and electron intensities

(Fig. 1) measured by MIMI in several mag-

netospheric regions during Cassini_s inbound

and outbound SOI pass (29 June to 4 July

2004) are similar to intensities measured by

the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft (3, 4). Mea-

surements of the intensities and the magnetic

field (6) allow us to define three different

regions of the magnetosphere: the radiation

belt, the plasma sheet, and the lobe. In gen-

eral, the ions and electrons exhibit the same

type of behavior. Essentially no energetic par-

ticles are detected above the rings, because

they are effectively absorbed by solid material.

The radiation belt consists of energetic

particles (tens to thousands of keV) with

intensities that are locally modulated via ab-

sorption by saturnian satellites. Otherwise,

ion and electron intensities generally exhibit

smooth histories, although there are identifi-

able nondispersive intensity increases and

decreases. The magnetic field strength and

direction are consistent with those of a dipole

(6). The highest ion and electron intensities

(outside of the inner magnetosphere) are con-

fined to the near-equatorial plasma sheet.

Relatively abrupt increases in intensity occur

as Cassini enters the plasma sheet region at

the beginning of the plasma sheet intervals.

Conversely, relatively abrupt decreases in inten-

sity occur as Cassini leaves the plasma sheet

region. Here the magnetic field is a stretched

dipole with considerable irregular Bnoise[ in

the components (6). The lobe consists of sig-

nificantly lower ion and electron intensities

than in the plasma sheet and fewer ion/electron

intensity variations (although these fluctuations

seem to increase as Cassini moves beyond

Titan_s orbit). The field has a nearly radial

orientation and less noise in field components,

with Bz being the smallest component (SZS

coordinates) (6). Frequent small nondispersive

changes in ion and electron intensities are

consistent with particle intensity gradients

(away from the center of the plasma sheet)

that are produced by small-scale plasma sheet

flapping, thickening, or thinning.

The LEMMS measurements of ion and

electron intensities are made in situ, so that

temporal and spatial variations cannot be un-

ambiguously distinguished from one another.

However, the discovery of ENA emissions from

Saturn by Voyager 1 (7) and at Earth (8) en-

abled a new approach. The INCA sensor is

designed to provide a spatially resolved map

of ENA emissions over a large region, similar

to the IMAGE mission at Earth (9). An image

taken at È2200 UT on 2 July 2004 during

Cassini_s outbound pass reveals a day-to-night

asymmetry in the emission of ENA (Fig. 2). In

this image, INCA pointed toward Saturn for

only a few hours, but during that time the

emitting region corotated from the dayside to

the nightside as it increased in brightness. The

emission region extends beyond the orbit of

Titan, as is also evident in the LEMMS mea-

surements (Fig. 1). The nightside source varies

with a time scale of È11 hours, whereas the

dayside seems relatively constant. Continuous

measurements over longer periods show that

an È11-hour periodicity characterizes ENA

emissions from the magnetosphere (10).

There are ENA emissions well off the limb

of Saturn, emanating from the main radiation

belt and extending tailward out to the edge of

the instrument_s field of view (Fig. 3A). There

Fig. 1. Dynamic spectrograms (energy versus time) of LEMMS ion and
electron intensities. Electron energy is plotted increasing downward for
comparison with the features in the ion population. Magnetospheric
regions are labeled and defined in the text. The general particle mor-

phology is that of a well-defined radiation belt outside the ABC rings, tran-
sitioning abruptly to an extended, highly dynamic plasma sheet that extends
outward to the magnetopause crossings (both inbound and outbound).
Notations for moons: Ti, Titan; Rh, Rhea; Di, Dione; En, Enceladus; Mi, Mimas.
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is also a high-intensity emission on Saturn_s
disk from a low-altitude equatorial belt. The

ENA emission extends to a latitude 20- north

of Saturn_s equator. This equatorial emission

originates as a belt inward of the innermost D

ring, whereas the emission off the limb origi-

nates from the portion of the main radiation

belt on the opposite side of Saturn (Fig. 3B).

The CHEMS instrument performed con-

tinuous measurements of the composition

and charge state of ions throughout SOI,

providing unique information on the likely

origin of these accelerated ions in the

magnetosphere. CHEMS data (Fig. 4) show

that the principal constituents of the charged

particle population are molecular and atomic

ions, including H
2
þ, O2þ, Oþ, OHþ, H

2
Oþ,

and O
2
þ, most of which can originate as pro-

ducts of water dissociation. Hþ was abundant

and could also originate from the dissocia-

tion of water or from Saturn_s ionosphere or

Titan_s exosphere. Heþ, which is abundant

in interplanetary space (11), was also de-

tected and probably enters the magnetosphere

with relative ease. Most important, the rel-

atively low concentration (Nþ/Oþ G 0.05)

of Nþ—the most abundant element in Titan_s
atmosphere—suggests that little N

2
gas es-

capes from Titan_s atmosphere, contrary to

expectations (12, 13).

The overall features of the energetic

particle populations in the magnetosphere

are similar to those observed during the

Voyager 1 and 2 encounters more than two

decades ago. There is a low-energy ion

population associated with the dayside mag-

netopause extending inward to È15 R
S

Epreviously labeled Bmantle[ (3)^, a rapid

buildup in the intensity of ions and electrons

just outside Rhea_s L shell, a depletion of the

ions and some electrons between the L shells

of Dione and Enceladus inbound and

outbound, and a rapid increase in the inten-

sity of ions and electrons inside the orbit of

Enceladus and Mimas (Fig. 1). The depletion

of ions between the L shells of Dione and

Enceladus suggests that the neutral gas that

has been detected there for the past 6 months

(14) may be the source for energetic particle

loss through charge exchange. If so, a com-

parison of absolute fluxes between Cassini

and Voyager data may allow us to determine

the differences in neutral gas densities during

the different spacecraft encounters.

Superimposed on the general morphology

of the magnetosphere are some injections of

plasma such as the one seen in the electrons

on 2 July 2004, È2030 UT (Fig. 1). Such

injection events, characterized by energy

dispersion (different energies arriving at the

spacecraft at different times), have been

observed in Earth_s and Jupiter_s magneto-

spheres (15). Injections are sudden planetward

motions of hot plasma over a restricted range

of longitudes and are a consequence of

dynamical activity in planetary plasma envi-

ronments such as in the magnetospheric

substorm phenomenon. Conjectures about the

existence of such injections in Saturn_s
magnetosphere were considered because of

differences in intensities observed between

the two Voyagers after successive encounters

with Saturn in 1980 and 1981 (16).

The day-night asymmetry (Fig. 2) may be

due to a larger accumulation of neutral gas on

the nightside of Saturn. A maximum in parti-

cle intensity at some longitude corotating with

the planet would produce more ENA on the

nightside once per planetary rotation if the gas

density were also maximized there. However,

ENA production depends on the product of

neutral gas density and particle intensity, so

the excess emission could also be produced

by higher nightside ion intensities. Constant

particle intensity would result in bright ENA

emission on the nightside but would not re-

sult in an 11-hour intensity variation of the

nightside source (Fig. 2B). Hence, the inter-

pretation of the 11-hour variation is not un-

ambiguous at present.

Fig. 2. (A) ENA image of
Saturn’s magnetosphere ob-
tained by INCA on 2 July 2004,
21:55 UTC (20 to 50 keV H, 4-
hour integration). Cassini was
moving below the ring plane,
looking back and up at Saturn.
The bright emission moves
around the planet with the
corotational speed (dashed line).
(B) During the approach to
Saturn (20–21 June), INCA
revealed 11-hour variations in
the ENA emissions coming from
the magnetosphere of Saturn.
The rotational period of Saturn
is about 11 hours. The red and
black curves show temporal var-
iation of the summed ENA
counts (3 to 80 keV H, 1-hour
integration) on the dayside and
nightside intensities, respec-
tively. The differences in phase
and intensity in the red and
black curves imply that injected
plasma clouds corotate.
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The ENA-emitting region inward of the

innermost D ring (Fig. 3) is explained as

follows. The planet-directed ENAs from the

main radiation belt are stripped of electrons

when they enter Saturn_s exosphere and are

trapped as ions. However, the trapped ions

will subsequently undergo a charge-exchange

collision with exospheric atoms and be

transformed back into ENAs. This process

of stripping and charge exchange may be

repeated many times, but some of these par-

ticles will eventually escape the exosphere as

ENAs. Thus, a double charge-exchange

process forms a low-altitude ENA emission

region (Fig. 3B). A similar trapping belt was

identified and explained by charge exchange

in Earth_s radiation belt (17) by in situ mea-

surements at low altitudes. Although such a

process at other planets might have been

expected, none foresaw this happening at

Saturn. Energetic particles, with their ability

to pass back and forth between charged and

neutral states, are temporarily unconstrained

by (for instance) the Stoermer cutoff or ring

absorption and therefore populate regions of

space previously believed to be prohibited to

them. The longitudinal extent of the inner

belt has not been determined, but the ENA

emission does extend all the way to the sun-

ward edge of the INCA field of view. The

ENA reemission process must be quite ef-

ficient, because the peak intensity of the low-

altitude emission is about one-fifth of that

from the main radiation belt.

Finally, the presence of a host of ions

measured by CHEMS, apparently originating

from H
2
O, confirmed previous predictions

(16, 18) of abundant water products emanat-

ing from the rings and the icy satellites. The

underlying chemistry has been described in

the literature (19). The absence of significant

amounts of Nþ (|5% of Oþ) or N
2
þ is

perplexing because N
2
þ was expected to be

picked up by the magnetic field as it draped

itself around Titan_s exosphere (12, 20).

Molecular hydrogen could be a dissociation

product of CH
4

in Titan_s atmosphere, but the

absence of nitrogen makes it more likely that

the H
2
þ originated from water. H

2
at much

higher energies was detected by Voyager and

was thought to be escaping from Saturn_s iono-

sphere (3, 4). O
2
þ is not a direct dissociation

product of water and may result from surface-

gas reactions on ring particles.
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Fig. 3. ENA image obtained during Cassini’s passage over the rings and
interpretive schematic. (A) INCA image in 20 to 50 keV/nucleon ENAs.
The bright region above Saturn’s limb is caused by ENAs produced by
charge-exchange collisions between main radiation belt ions and near-
equatorial gas distributions. The band of emission above the equator on
the disk is produced by the same ENAs from the main belt being stripped

in Saturn’s exosphere between the inner edge of the D ring and the cloud
tops, trapped there temporarily as energetic ions, and then reemitted as
ENAs that INCA can image. Note that the image is bounded by the limits
of the INCA field of view (dotted arcs). (B) Schematic of the charge-
exchange/stripping process that begins as ENA emission from the main
belt and produces ENA emission from Saturn’s exosphere.

Fig. 4. Histogram of counts versus mass/
charge ratios from MIMI and CHEMS,
summed over the range 5.7 to 12.6 in
the magnetic shell parameter L, during
Cassini’s outbound traversal (2 July
2004, 0800 to 1800 UTC) of the
magnetosphere. The relative abundances
are qualitatively correct. Although Nþ is
not resolved in this display, fitting of the
data shows an upper limit of Nþ/Oþ ,
0.05. At a mass/charge ratio of 2, the
largest contribution is H2

þ with a small
amount (È5%) of He2þ.
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